LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST
Expansion Pack #1
5 characters: All optional, gender flexible
The costume suggestions are only suggestions – they can wear any costume they wish and simply wear their name tag.

suspect name &
occupation
OCEAN WHITE

Server, Phantom Steakhouse
optional
either

ANDROM
SOLEI

Front Desk Representative
optional
either

SYLVEN CANE
Bellboy

optional
either

FLORIAN PILBY
Laundry Attendant
optional
either

XANDER
SKYE
Ghost Hunter
optional
either

Suspect bio

Suggested

attire

Ocean White is the tenacious server at the Phantom
Steakhouse of the Bateman Hotel. Ocean is a new
employee and has no idea what s/he is in for by taking this
new job at a hotel seething with supernatural activity.

Server attire
such as white
button-up,
black pants,
black vest/tie.

Androm Solei has run the front desk of the Bateman Hotel
since it reopened one year ago. Androm doesn’t like to
take orders from anybody and often has personal conflicts
with management and other staff members. Androm won’t
stop until s/he gets his/her way – even if that means
throwing a tantrum.

White button
up, black vest
and gold
nametag as
an optional
prop.

Sylven Cane is the childlike bellboy of the Bateman Hotel.
Sylven has worked for the Bateman for about six months
and has shown to be a dedicated worker. Sylven will do
anything to please the staff and guests of the hotel and
usually gets big tips for his/her innocent demeanor.

Bellboy
uniform.
White gloves
as an optional
prop.

Florian Pilby is the devious laundry attendant for the
Bateman Hotel. On occasion, Florian has been under
investigation for pilfering things from the guests’ rooms,
but strangely enough, everybody who has made an
accusation has disappeared before they could report the
incident to authorities outside of the hotel? Be careful
around this plunderer.
Xander Skye—from the hit television show Ghost Hunt
101–has come to Wraith’s Cove to investigate the
paranormal activity in the Bateman Hotel. Xander is
staying in room #613 – next to one of the most haunted
rooms in the hotel. Xander also wants to take a look at
Quinn Bloom’s dolls, as they have somewhat of a
reputation.
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Housekeepin
g costume.
Laundry bag
as an optional
prop.
Gothic attire
with optional
‘gadgets’ to
pass off as
ghost-hunting
equipment.

